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ACTION FOR PEACE: CHANGE YOUR LIFE!


** Title: In order to build Peace, let's reconsider our lives - testimony ** 

by Christophe RANQUE <la_phacelie@libertysurf.fr> 
<http://sympa.alliance21.org/forums/d_read/pax/participants/introductions/Ranque.htm> (*) 

°°° Abstract: Here is a testimony about how my wife and myself endeavor to *build Peace in our daily life*. We first of all endeavored *to conquer the hidden truths*, cross-checking informations and with confronting the experiences of people met and our own experiences. At the level of energy consumption, we advance step-by-step toward better *autonomy and saving* of the resources of the planet. Our house is our professional workplace, a place of autoproduction of fruits and vegetables (vegetable garden, orchard, organic farming), of manual working, of hobby and game for the children, of conviviality in family and reception of the foreigners. 
Finally, we attempt to invest *economic and political* fields. We try to work directly with the farmers, in order to go with them toward a truly sustainable agriculture: an agriculture that respects the living world. A real science of the Living must be developed in the western culture. We will achieve peace only if the western cultures refuse the *consumption growth* race. Let's be more autonomous and let's do resources savings. °°°


Peace is possible tells us Luisa Gonzalez. I also believe it. Here is a testimony of how my wife and myself endeavor to *build Peace in our daily life*. 

Conquering hidden truths
-------------------------------------

Since our marriage in 1993, we walked ** spiritually **, in order to make our lives ours: we have reconsidered little by little all what had been *given* to us by our family education, by the school instruction and by higher education and the media... 
We exercised a ** critical mind ** in all fields of our life: health, food, education, professional activity, religion, culture, social life, political life..... 
We endeavored ** to conquer the hidden truths **, by crosscheck of the information and by confrontation with the life of the people we met and by confrontation with our own experiences. 

Thus, we discovered the swindle of the vaccines, the dangers of the industrial food, for example, the conditioning of the masses by the media, the power exercised by religion on the mind of people, the concealed slavery of the salaried class, the American counterculture (movies, stars... who cause violence and low instincts rather than the elevation of the soul), the fears and anguishes of the modern man, the hidden financial geo-politico maneuvers behind the events of September 11, 2001... We also discovered as another world is being built, slowly but surely, between the stitches of the world of the Single Thought, that implodes and explodes! 

This other world, it is the world of the Universal human Conscience, of Gaïa the nutrient Earth, of solidarities and human links, of dignity, of integrity, of the sense of the justice, of dialogue, of opening, of simplicity... The Alliance [Alliance for a Responsible, Plural and United World <http://www.alliance21.org>] is one of the links of this new world. 


Live locally, think globally
------------------------------------

We realized that to build Peace in the world, it was necessary for us to live in a centered way, united in mind with humankind. 
For this, we put our confidence in Life. Our 4 children guide us by their presence, by what they are, by their questionings, toward what is GOOD. We live in a small house in countryside with sufficiently room to be able to live there with our children: it is our professional workplace (we have an office there), of autoproduction of fruits and vegetables (vegetable garden, orchard), manual working (auto-construction, tinkering), of hobby and game for the children, of educational and cultural activities, of conviviality in family and reception of the foreigners. 
We eat only our products and organic certified products: fruits, vegetables, cereals, eggs, dairy products. These foodstuffs are transformed at the kitchen. It takes a lot of time to my wife. But it is vital for our health. And the dinner time gathers and unites the family's members. 


Being clear-sighted and acting fairly
-----------------------------------------------

A long path remains to browse. We are conscious that our 2 cars rolling with fuel are backing the war for oil. We are conscious that our computers are manufactured with raw materials coming from all over the world, *but at what price for the populations living in the mining regions*? We are conscious that our electricity comes from nuclear energy that produces radioactive wastes for the future generations. 
But we advance step-by-step toward a better *autonomy and saving* of resources of the planet. It is the way of the sustainable development. 


Investing the economic and political fields
----------------------------------------------------

Our job is linked to agriculture. We try to work directly with the farmers, in order to go with them toward a truly sustainable agriculture: an agriculture respectful of the living world. A real science of the Living has to be developed in the western culture, as Goethe suggested (Germany, beginning of the XIXème century), and a bio-dynamic agriculture. This agriculture should join the traditional agriculture and the millennial knowledge of other civilizations, laws of the living World being universal. 

At the economic level, we privilege local and direct merchant relations, networks of ethical trade (fair trade, organic cooperatives, economy of solidarity). We choose the products of quality and with a fair remuneration for the producers. We are careful not to put our money only in what we wish to encourage. 

At the political level, we get involved challenging the elected official, being careful to the candidates in the elections, encouraging the other citizens to be more interested in politics, voting. According to us, *politics is one of the possible levers to foil the law of the strongest and to impose the law of the general interest*. 


As a conclusion
--------------------

We will achieve peace only if the western cultures achieve to refuse the *growth* race through *consumption*, being content with a little and being heedful toward what we are backing. Let's be more autonomous and let's save resources, let's be careful of our deep aspirations. Let's develop the gifts that are given to us in this life, in order to accomplish the mission that is confided to us. Don't let us tempted by power and money. 

**Peace will come of free and creative minds, capable to imagine and to embody this world of Peace expected by humankind.**

